Creatine kinase monitoring in sport medicine.
AREAS OF GENERAL AGREEMENT: Total creatine kinase (CK) levels depend on age, gender, race, muscle mass, physical activity and climatic condition. High levels of serum CK in apparently healthy subjects may be correlated with physical training status, as they depend on sarcomeric damage: strenuous exercise that damages skeletal muscle cells results in increased total serum CK. The highest post-exercise serum enzyme activities are found after prolonged exercise such as ultradistance marathon running or weight-bearing exercises and downhill running, which include eccentric muscular contractions. Total serum CK activity is markedly elevated for 24 h after the exercise bout and, when patients rest, it gradually returns to basal levels. Persistently increased serum CK levels are occasionally encountered in healthy individuals and are also markedly increased in the pre-clinical stages of muscle diseases. Some authors, studying subjects with high levels of CK at rest, observed that, years later, subjects developed muscle weakness and suggested that early myopathy may be asymptomatic. Others demonstrated that, in most of these patients, hyperCKemia probably does not imply disease. In many instances, the diagnosis is not formulated following routine examination with the patients at rest, as symptoms become manifest only after exercise. Some authors think that strength training seems to be safe for patients with myopathy, even though the evidence for routine exercise prescription is still insufficient. Others believe that, in these conditions, intense prolonged exercise may produce negative effects, as it does not induce the physiological muscle adaptations to physical training given the continuous loss of muscle proteins. High CK serum levels in athletes following absolute rest and without any further predisposing factors should prompt a full diagnostic workup with special regards to signs of muscle weakness or other simple signs that, in both athletes and sedentary subjects, are not always promptly evident. These signs may indicate subclinical muscle disease, which training loads may evidence through the onset of profound fatigue. It is probably safe to counsel athletes with suspected myopathy to continue to undertake physical activity at a lower intensity, so as to prevent muscle damage from high intensity exercise and allow ample recovery to favour adequate recovery. CK values show great variability among individuals. Some athletes are low responders to physical training, with chronically low CK serum levels. Some athletes are high responders, with higher values of enzyme: the relationship among level of training, muscle size, fibre type and CK release after exercise should be investigated further. In addition, more details about hyperCKemia could come from the evaluation of the kinetics of CK after stress in healthy athletes with high levels of CK due to exercise, comparing the results with the ones obtained from athletes with persistent hyperCKemia at rest. Finally, it would be important to quantify the type of exercise more suited to athletes with myopathy and the intensity of exercise not dangerous for the progression of the pathology.